
 

(c) The leader was killed by his opponent
(d) The company schemes are always inactive [or]
(b) The new born baby is inactive
(d) The beautiful pictures attracted everyone
(b) He was awarded for his brave act
(b) The prisoners were imprisoned

01
02

03
04
05

(d) inhabited
(d) submissive
(a) noisy
(c) meagre
(d) common

data or alumni

honour bound - to do something/required to do
something/to do moral duty

UGC = University Grants Commision

industrious, industrial

travel + catalogue = Travelogue

en-ter-tain(3)
bi-o-lo-gy(4)
daugh-ter(2)
uni-ver-si-ty(4)

fine
find
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child marriage

'non'.. 'less'

Gerund + Noun
Noun + Verb

put on - to add/to wear
put off - postpone

Spectacles - specs
Micro phone - mike

must/should
will have finished/would have finished
used to
had been
who
where
In spite of/Despite
ASVOC - any relevant sentence
Impersonal passive voice
otherwise/or else/or/else

The teacher asked Madhan why he had not come the previous day.
Madhan replied/said/answered that he had gone to the temple. The
teacher advised him that he should produce a leave letter if he
wanted to take leave. Madhan said that he brought the leave letter.

Any correct form to your knowledge can give marks

Had he been careful, he would have avoided the
accident.
Although/Though/Eventhough I studied very hard, I
failed.

She was clever and so she solved the problem
easily.

Having completed/After completing my home work, I set out to
play.
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Travel
Space
Science
Law
Agriculture

1) General anaesthetics
2) Local anaesthetics

General anaesthetics is used in a complicated
operation.

Local anaesthetics is used when my tooth is pulled
out.

gets frightened

Alcohol
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hero
struggle
family circle of a woman/close relatives to a woman
the spider
English words
privileged to make their homes/surroundings happy

Metaphor
Biblical allusion (Genesis 3:19)
rob - rights [or] cannot - cherish

Women's Rights
Annie Louisa Walker
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